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1. Test Environments 

Software Platform： 

1) Install the driver chan_extra-2.0.2 or higher versions 

2) Get the latest software packet from the following URL: 

http://www.chan-extra.org/index.php/Main_Page 

3) Centos 5.6 or higher versions 

Hardware Platform： 

  1) PC with PCI or PCI-E slot(s) 

  2) G400P/E telephony card(s) 

 

2. Operation Instructions 

Filtering phone number is achieved by running the command “gsm 

check phone stat” on CLI, and it will return the cellphone status. The 

complete format of command “gsm check phone stat” is like： 

gsm check phone stat <span> <number> <hangup> 

[timeout] 

a. The parameter span stands for the gsm channel and starts from 

1. You will be able to check status of all spans by “gsm show 

spans”. For example, the following figure shows all 10 spans in 

the system.  

http://www.chan-extra.org/index.php/Main_Page
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b.  The parameter number stands for the number to be detected. 

c.  The parameter hangup stands for whether to be hang up if has 

detected the number is existed. The value “0” stands for not hang 

up automatically and “1” is on hook. When has selected “0” and 

detected the number, it will be continued to make the dial-up. If 

need to be hang up, you should manual do it or wait for the other 

party hangs up firstly. 

d. The parameter timeout stands for detecting timeout. When the 

number detected is empty, busy or power off, with operators’ 

voice prompt, will just return the status. As a result, it needs to set 

timeout. The longer waiting time, the higher accuracy ratio, but 

the slower the filtering speeds. The value of timeout should be set 

according to the operator because different operators different 

voice durations.  

Result format returned： 

Type：XXXXXX status 
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 The following table instructs two types: 

Name Introduction 

PHONE Corresponding to the current result cellphone 

status. 

SPAN Corresponding to the channel status. Just when 

more programs call one and the same channel 

to filter number, it will return such type result. 

It only allowed that a channel filters a number 

in the same moment. 

 

XXXXXX：Stands for the tested number or channel 

  status：Including 5 different statuses 

Name  Introduction 

USING The current channel has been using. 

CONNECT The other party is connected or busy. 

RING The other party is ringing. 

BUSY The other party is calling with else. 

TIMEOUT The other party is busy, power off or not 

existed. According to your operator to set 

timeout value limit. 

NOTEXIST The number is not existed 

 

app:ds:corresponding
app:ds:corresponding
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3. Typical Examples 

a. Testing a number by commands 

Ringing status: 

 

Timeout status： 

 

Connected or busy status： 

  

 

b. Multi-channel filter numbers 

Multi-channel filter numbers simultaneously by Multithreaded 

Program calls the filtering instructs, and then returns results. 

1）Single channel filters 10 numbers 

 

It takes 163 seconds in total for a single channel to filter 10 
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numbers, and 16 seconds in average for a number. Due to some 

empty numbers waste much time, so it takes long seconds to be 

checked for a single number in average.  

 

2）Dual-channel filters 10 numbers 

 

It takes 92 seconds in total for two channels to filter 10 numbers, 

and 9.2 seconds in average for a number. It is faster than single 

channel filters 10 numbers. Due to some empty numbers waste 

much time, the time filtered by dual channels will not be half of 

that by single channel. 

 

3）Five channels filter 1000 numbers 
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It takes 58 minutes at a rough estimate for 5 channels to filter 

1000 numbers and 3.5 seconds filter a number in average. 

 

4）10 channels filter 20000 numbers 

 

It takes about 5 hours for 10 channels to filter 20000 numbers 

and 1.5 seconds filter a number in average. 

From the above four testing, did you find the filtering time law ? 
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4.  Sample Program  

There is a simple sample program source code for convenience 

calling filter function, and this is the URL. 

check_phone.c  

  

The following is the compiler method： 

Gcc –o check_phone check_phone.c –lpthread 

The test program parameter is like below: 

./check_phone -n <spans_number> -t <phone_title> -l 

<phone_buttom_length> -c <phone_numbers> -o <timeouts> 

Parameter definitions： 

Spans_number：Channel number (1-X) used in filtering  

phone_title：The front part of the phone number, for instance, 

13530667 (whole number is 13506678880) 

phone_buttom_length：Tail number，which corresponds to 

phone_title. For example, when phone_title is 13530667 and its tail 

number is 3 (last 3 digits) 

phone_numbers: Filtering phone number count in total  

Timeouts: Single filtering number timeout duration 
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